Improved sensing signals after endocardial defibrillation with a redesigned integrated sense pace defibrillation lead.
Adequate sensing is a basic requirement for appropriate therapy with ICDs. Integrated sense pace defibrillation leads, which facilitate ICD implantation, show a close proximity of sensing and defibrillation electrodes that might affect the sensing signal amplitude by the high currents of internal defibrillation. In 99 patients, we retrospectively examined two integrated sense pace defibrillation leads, either both with a distance of 6 mm between the tip of the lead (sensing cathode) and the right ventricular defibrillation electrode (sensing anode) or one with a distance of 12 mm. Three seconds after a shock of 20 J, mean sensing signal amplitude during sinus rhythm (SR) decreased from 10.5 +/- 4.3 mV to 5.1 +/- 3.7 mV (P < 0.001) for the 6-mm lead, but showed no significant decrease for the 12-mm lead. The degree of signal reduction was inversely related to the time passed since defibrillation. Significant differences in reduction of sensing signal amplitude concerning monophasic and biphasic shocks could not be observed. Mean sensing signal amplitude of VF after shocks that failed to terminate it decreased in the same order as during SR (from 8.3 +/- 4.1 mV to 4.1 +/- 3.2 mV), but resulted in no failure of redetection during ongoing VF. DFTs did not differ for the 6-mm and the 12-mm lead. In conclusion, close proximity of the right ventricular defibrillation coil to the sensing tip of an integrated sense pace defibrillation lead causes energy and time related reduction in sensing signal amplitude after defibrillation, and might cause undersensing in the postshock period. A new lead design with a more proximal position of the right ventricular defibrillation coil avoids these problems without impairing DFTs.